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Arizona became the nationâ€™s 48th state in 1912 and since that time the Arizona constitution has
served as the template by which the state is governed. Toni McCloryâ€™s Understanding the
Arizona Constitution has offered insight into the inner workings and interpretations of the
documentâ€”and the government that it establishedâ€”for almost a decade. Since the bookâ€™s first
publication, significant constitutional changes have occurred, some even altering the very structure
of state government itself. There have been dramatic veto battles, protracted budget wars, and
other interbranch conflicts that have generated landmark constitutional rulings from the state courts.
The new edition of this handy reference addresses many of the latest issues, including legislative
term limits, Arizonaâ€™s new redistricting system, educational issues, like the controversial school
voucher program, and the influence of special-interest money in the legislature. A total of 63
propositions have reached the ballot, spawning heated controversies over same-sex marriage,
immigration, and other hot-button social issues. This book is the definitive guide to Arizona
government and serves as a solid introductory text for classes on the Arizona Constitution.
Extensive endnotes make it a useful reference for professionals within the government. Finally, it
serves as a tool for any engaged citizen looking for information about online government resources,
administrative rules, and voter rights. Comprehensive and clearly written, this book belongs on
every Arizonanâ€™s bookshelf.
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This was an assigned text for a class and I was dreading reading it. My expectation was that
anything written about the state constitution would be dry and difficult to navigate. I was wrong. The
text is well laid out and easy to follow for the novice, a delightful surprise.

I had to use this book for a class. I was not interested in reading it but once I started I almost
couldn't put it down. I have never enjoyed reading a textbook so much. I wish there were one just
like this for my state!

This was received quickly and the book's condition is as it was described. The book is actually in
excellent condition. I was able to save quite a bit of money by buying my books for school on
instead of purchasing them through the school. Very happy this was available!

This book was exactly what I needed to finish my course. I succeeded in finishing what I needed to
receive my license

The book was in excellent condition, I received it in a timely fashion and the service was
outstanding. I am always looks for affordable books that are in good condition for class and this
purchase was no different.

excellent condition. Very interesting book. Had to read it for my online class. Learned a lot of
interesting facts about the Ariz Constitution.

great pictures and points, nice organization of facts and good presentation.had to purchase it for
college, but enjoyable as well !

There was some writing in the book that I had ordered but other than that it was a great buy.
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